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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

The archaeological record of Lower Laura (aka Boralga) Native Mounted Police camp, a longstanding base for Queensland’s frontier war in Cape York Peninsula, includes a diverse
assemblage of culturally modified Erythophleum chlorastychys (Cooktown ironwood) trees.
Analysis of cultural scar attributes and tool marks – which were found to be variously associated with Aboriginal stone tools, tomahawks of different types, and long handled axes –
reveals a scenario of nineteenth century land use and technology that transcends the preconflict era of Aboriginal clan estates. As well as reflecting traditional patterns of Aboriginal
tenure of prime waterfront land, the assemblage reveals innovations that occurred in
Aboriginal technology in the lead-up to war. However, an unusual style of cultural scar cut
using long handled axes appears to signal transformations in demography and land use following Native Mounted Police occupation. By integrating historical, oral history, spatial, typological, and botanical data this study provides evidence of demographic and environmental
changes set in train by the gold-rush invasion. It also highlights the complexities of documenting Cooktown ironwood trees of advanced age and their fragile, deteriorating cultural
modifications.
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Introduction
As part of a wider project to investigate the archaeology of the Queensland Native Mounted Police, the
site of the Lower Laura (aka Boralga) Native
Mounted Police camp in Rinyirru National Park,
southern Cape York Peninsula, was surveyed,
mapped, and subjected to open area excavations
(see Figures 1 and 2). A striking cultural feature of
the site is a diverse assemblage of culturally modified Cooktown ironwood (Erythophleum chlorastychys) trees (henceforth referred to as CMTs).
Although such trees occur widely across the Laura
Basin (Trezise 1971), they are virtually unstudied,
unlike CMTs in the Weipa area of western Cape
York Peninsula, where many (mainly ‘sugarbag’
trees) have been documented during cultural heritage studies associated with bauxite mining (e.g.
Barkley et al. 2008; Morrison and Shepard 2013;
Morrison et al. 2010, 2012).
The western Cape York Peninsula studies demonstrate the potential of investigating CMTs to identify
patterns of Aboriginal land use, including processes
of social and economic change within colonial
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settings. Similar themes are relevant to this study,
although the historical context of the CMTs is different, as Lower Laura was a frontier military site
where Aboriginal troopers and European officers
constructed, and co-existed in, an isolated settlement
on Aboriginal land. These themes (Aboriginal land
tenure, frontier war, sustained colonial occupation)
provide the framework for this investigation of
CMTs. Our study sheds light not only on the historical and cultural contexts of the trees but also on
land-people relationships, including those at the
colonial interface. In doing so it addresses gaps in
the historical record that pay scant attention to cultural, environmental, and demographic transformations associated with the frontier war and sustained
European settlement.

Aboriginal land use and historical context
At the time of colonisation, the area now known as
Rinyirru National Park was owned by nine
Aboriginal clans who inherited, used, and managed
their various estates according to ancestral law. As
noted by Morwood (1995:37), their successful land
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Figure 1. Lower Laura Native Mounted Police camp and other places in the text.

systems were based on ‘finely honed economic and
ideological adaptation’ to the irregularities of the
tropical climate, seasonal hydrology and distribution
of natural resources. Customary land use involved a
seasonal round of subsistence, social and ceremonial
activities, which was much focused on the resourcerich waterways. As testified in journals of European
surveyors and prospectors, including William Hann,
James Venture Mulligan, and Robert Logan Jack,
who travelled along the river corridors in the early
1870s, Aboriginal people were numerous, with prosperous economies, cohesive societies, and a wide
array of material culture (see Cole 2004; Jack 1921).
The onset of war in 1873 was a consequence of
colonial policy and Aboriginal resistance to the
Palmer River goldrush (Cole 2004). With Aboriginal
warriors waging guerilla warfare on the goldfields
tracks, the lower Laura River became a dangerous
place for travellers.1 On 1 January 1876 the

Cooktown Herald and Palmer River Advertiser
(1876:1) welcomed the installation of Sub-Inspector
Stanhope O’Connor of the ‘Native Police force’ and
24 troopers at ‘the Laura’, which ‘has been made
such a notoriously noted spot by the attacks and
outrages of the blacks’. In recalling his war-time
experiences, O’Connor (1880:3) noted the rapid
Aboriginal response to the police incursion: ‘ … the
blacks were very daring and warlike – so much so
that they attacked my barracks the day after
my arrival.’
From 1876 into the 1880s, in the wake of the
gold rush, the land was carved up for pastoral
runs which, around the Laura River, included
McDermott and O’Beirne’s Laura run and Harry
Jones’ Boralga block2 (Pearce 2000; Figure 3). From
Alexander Mann who is buried at Lower Laura (see ‘graves’, Figure 2),
was one of many Europeans reportedly speared at the Laura
River crossing.
2
Lower Laura Native Mounted Police camp was also known as Boralga
police camp due to its proximity to Jones’ Boralga block.
1
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Figure 2. Lower Laura Native Mounted Police camp showing CMTs and other archaeological features.

Figure 3. (Left) Plan of police reserve on Laura River (O’Connor 1877); (right) 1883 map showing the police camp and telegraph reserve, and on the west bank of the river, McDermott and O’Beirne’s (Laura) station, and Harry Jones’ public house
(Anonymous 1883).

the 1880s Aboriginal people, under increasing pressure from police and pastoralists, were forced to
seek refuge in remote areas far from settler activities
and, eventually, many of them ‘came in’ to cattle
stations, missions and towns (Cole 2004). With the
waning of the frontier war, the Lower Laura camp

was closed in 1894. Although the site was not reoccupied per se, Aboriginal people lived and worked
on local cattle stations through to 1970 (Queensland
Land Tribunal 1996). The police reserve came under
various pastoral leasing arrangements before being
converted to a national park in 1979. Evidently the
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site remained relatively undisturbed for many years,
as, when Traditional Owner George Musgrave
(1921–2006) guided visitors there in the 1980s, they
found an old Snider rifle near the remains of the
officer’s house (G. Musgrave pers. comm. 2000).

The Lower Laura Native Mounted
Police Camp
On a sloping rise, on the brink of a fever stricken
swamp, are dotted the derelict huts of a one-time
large native police station (‘Basalt’ 1897).

Lower Laura Native Mounted Police camp was
situated on the Laura River alluvial plain on a sand
ridge inside a pronounced bend in the river
(Figure 2). (Today the Laura River forms the
boundary between the national park and Olive Vale
Station.) The location fulfilled key requirements of a
police camp: proximity to colonial infrastructure
(goldfields tracks, telegraph station), abundant fresh
water in the adjacent lagoon, and a flat, grassed area
suitable for a horse paddock. The slight elevation
(70 m) was a valuable amenity when, as noted by
O’Connor (1877), ‘the country (was) all submerged
during the wet season’.
The material remains, including ironwood posts,
are largely contained within an area of c. 9 ha (see
Figure 2). A number of evidently old growth trees
survive, merging with open woodland vegetation at
the margins of the site. Erosion areas are extensive,
and parts of the plain are incised by gullies of an
ephemeral creek (see Figure 2). The landscape has
been affected by tree clearing and other impacts of
police occupation, the construction of colonial infrastructure (Figure 3), cattle grazing, floods, fire, tropical cyclones (most recently in 2014 and 2015), and
feral pigs.
The ecology is mapped as Queensland Regional
Ecosystems 3.3.24/3.3.20. Regional Ecosystem 3.3.24
occurs on riverine alluvia, and is described as
Eucalyptus leptophleba woodland to (sometimes)
open forest þ/ Erythophleum chlorostachys þ/

Corymbia tessellaris. Regional Ecosystem 3.3.20
occurs on a variety of alluvial plains derived from a
range of geological substrates; it is described as
Corymbia clarksoniana or C. novoguinensis woodland to open forest.
The sparse vegetation on the upper sand ridge
includes a canopy layer of 15–20 m which is
dominated by several Corymbia species with
Erythophleum chlorastachys (Still-Baker et al. 2019).
On the river flats adjacent to the riparian zone the
canopy is dominated by C. tessellaris (Moreton Bay
ash). The sparse mid-strata layer has a mixed composition of the juvenile canopy species Petalostigma
pubescens (quinine tree), Brachychiton spp. (kurrajong), and several Melaleuca (paperbark) species.
The shrub layer includes recruitment of canopy/
mid-strata species with occasional Pandanus sp.
(pandanus palm) and Capparis canescens (wild
orange), and the ground layer contains native
grasses and weeds. Still-Baker et al. (2019) also
observed an ‘ecotone’ (i.e. a change in vegetation)
towards the Laura River and the lagoon.
Soils are primarily alluvial sands that are typically
classified as hydrosols (Lowe et al. 2018). In the
cleared area (see Figure 2) the ground is heavily
compacted, a result of the intensive, 20-year occupation of the site by the police. The archaeological
remains include CMTs, standing and fallen ironwood posts (see Figure 4), ant bed floors (Lowe
et al. 2018), metal, glass and ceramic fragments, and
some Aboriginal artefacts (grindstones and pieces of
flaked stone and glass). A military-related assemblage that includes bullets and uniform buttons distinguishes Lower Laura from a pastoral site.

Methods
In the first stage of fieldwork an area of c.20 ha
encompassing the structural remains and extending
south to the graves (Figure 2, Inset) was surveyed
on foot using 10 m transects. As CMTs were found
to continue beyond the 20 ha, the survey was

Figure 4. View facing north to the lagoon; (right) ironwood posts in cleared area (photographs: N. Cole).
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Table 1. CMT and scar attributes for recording purposes (see Burke and Smith 2004:344–345; Long 2005:72–78; Morrison
and Shepard 2013).
Feature

Description

Aperture
Depth of scar
Diameter of tree at 1.5 m above ground (breast height) (DBH)
Dieback
Dry face
Girth
Height of tree
Location
Orientation
Overgrowth
Scar depth
Scar dimensions
Scar height above ground level (HGL)
Scar condition
Panel
Tool mark (TM)

Enlarged hole or ‘eye’ of sugarbag scar
Measured from outer bark to face of scar
Calculated by formula: C ¼ pd, where C ¼ circumference, p ¼ 3.14
Secondary damage which occurs after scarring event
Exposed dry surface of trunk which lacks living tissue
Tree circumference at 1.5 m above ground
Measured from base to top of crown in metres
Accurate grid reference in GDA94
Compass direction of the face of scar
Fresh tissue growing from edge of dry face
Measured from inside of scar to outer bark
Measure of maximum length (L) and width (W) in centimetres
Measured from base of scar to ground level
Degree of preservation of scar timber and attributes
Part of a slab scar made by removing a section of bark or wood
Generic term for mark made by a tool used to remove bark or wood (see
also Table 2)
Measure of maximum length in centimetres
Living or dead; standing, fallen, felled; limb loss, termite damage, fire damage
Local, common and scientific names

Tool mark length (TML)
Tree condition
Tree species

Table 2. Diagnostic attributes of tool marks and associated tools (cf. Bassani and Lakefield 2006:22; Jack 1921; Long 2005;
Morris 1898; Morrison et al. 2010:102–103; Rigsby and Cole 2007; Trezise 1973).
Length (cm)

Degree of Definition

Associated Tool Type

<5
c. 10

Bruised, less distinct and more
weathered than steel axe marks
Fine cut mark
Sharply defined cut

10-15

Sharply defined cut

Aboriginal stone tools (axe and wedge); in colonial Australia, Aboriginal stone
axes were referred to as tomahawks
Tomahawk fashioned by Aboriginal people from salvaged steel
Short handled steel axe; also called a ‘hatchet’; in colonial Australia referred
to as a tomahawk
Long handled woodman’s axe with steel blade

expanded specifically to examine all mature trees on
the sand plain inside the bend of the river (see Figure
2), particularly Erythrophleum chlorostachys. This was
achieved over consecutive field seasons (2016–2018).
The team also conducted lengthy walks to locate the
former telegraph station, telegraph crossing (see
Figure 3), historic tracks, and old Boralga settlement,
allowing further coverage of adjacent areas. In the
course of these extended walks a few isolated CMTs
(mainly sugarbag trees) were identified. In association
with the archaeological investigation, Still-Baker et al.
(2019) conducted a botanical assessment of the vegetation of the study area.
Apart from two oval scars identified on the basis
of cultural and historical information, cultural scars
were identified by the presence of tool marks. CMT
attributes are listed in Table 1, and those for tool
marks in Table 2. Each set of toe holds and slab scar
components is counted as one scar. The diagnostic
attributes of tool marks were determined by referring
to selected published and unpublished sources,
including cultural information (see Table 2). The
dual attributes of length and definition of tool marks
form the basis of identifying the types of tools used
to remove wood (see further discussion below).
Almost certainly, some scars have been lost
through substantive impacts noted above and others

are obscured by overgrowth. Particularly inaccessible
or severely weathered cultural scars were excluded
from analysis because of recording difficulties.
Hence the study is regarded as a minimum representation of the record of CMTs at the site.

The culturally modified trees
The analysis is based on 31 trees, all Cooktown ironwoods, containing at least 34 cultural scars (Figure 2).
Some trees have more than one cultural scar (listed as
‘associated scars’). Tree condition varies from apparent good health to various stages of decline; three
trees are dead, and most are damaged by fire and/or
termites, especially on and around dry faces of scars.
The scars vary in size and shape, reflecting the many
possible methods and purposes of wood removal.
Based on scar attributes we have grouped the assemblage into four categories as outlined below.
Sugarbag and toe hold scars
Australian native bees, commonly called sugarbag
bees (Trigona spp. and Austroplebeia spp.), are
stingless bees that nest in cavities of tree trunks
and branches and produce honey (sugarbag), which
is highly prized by Aboriginal people. Hence
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Table 3. Sugarbag scars and toe hold scars (toe holds).
Label
BOR-001486
BOR-001498
BOR-001527
BOR-033400
BOR-033416
BOR-033427
BOR-033386
BOR-033411

Length

Width

Aperture length

Aperture width

HGL

TML

DBH

Associated scar

55
60
24
6
36
29
60
15.5
21

17
22
15
6
11
8
16
7.5
13

18
20
10

10
10
5
4
7
7

10
7
Faint
Blunt, shallow
6
>5
Faint
8.5
6.5

50
43
55

12
17
15

450
256
>150
>100
134
116
120
90
123

Slab
Slab
Slab, sugarbag
Slab, sugarbag
Sugarbag
Slab

38
47
44
64
48

Indeterminate

Figure 5. Sugarbag scar and toe hold scar on dead face at Lower Laura (BOR-001498, left); aperture with sharply defined
marks (BOR-033416, centre); toe hold with bruised marks (BOR-033411, right); (photographs: H. Burke).

Aboriginal sugarbag collection was sustainably managed with strict cultural protocols (e.g. see Morrison
et al. 2012). The cultural significance of sugarbag is
also reflected in the name ‘Awu Aloja’, ‘Sugarbag
Bee Language’, a clan dialect of Kuku Thaypan language (Rigsby 2003), and the prominence of sugarbag motifs in Laura rock art (e.g. Trezise 1993).
Sugarbag trees, usually Cooktown ironwood trees,
are a common feature of Cape York’s open woodlands (Morrison et al. 2012; Trezise 1973:154). In
this region they often occur close to waterways,
such as the Morehead River where the sugarbag tree
was identified as the most commonly occurring cultural site (Rigsby and Cole 2007).
Table 3 presents data on accessible sugarbag scars
with verifiable tool marks which, in this group, are
10 cm or less in length. Three scars have distinctive
aperture sizes and cut marks of the type associated by
Morrison et al. (2010:98, 100) with use of ‘small, portable steel hatchets’. Two weathered scars with faint
tool marks may have been cut with stone axes. Three
trees have shallow, circular or oval scars that are
classed as toe holds: ‘small incisions into the bark that
allow tree climbing’ (Long 2005:26) to access resources. These pairs or sets of scars occur on trees that
are either dead or have extensive dieback, a typical
situation for toe hold scars (Long 2005:13). Two,

which occur in association with the smallest sugarbag
aperture recorded (BOR-001527), have bruised marks,
suggesting the use of a stone axe (see Figure 5).
Oval scars (rollers, resin bats and
medicine trees)
Four CMTs have symmetrical, oval-shaped scars
(see Table 4) with similar dimensions (mean length
and width 38.5 cm and 14.5 cm respectively). Scar
BOR-001560 bears a striking resemblance to a cultural scar sketched by Sub-Inspector O’Connor
(Figure 6). This scar, like BOR-033403 and BOR33390, is similar to symmetrical oval scars at Weipa
classified by Morrison et al. (2012: Figure 5) as resin
bat scars associated with tools used to smooth resin
applied to artefacts. Traditional Owner Tommy
George (1929–2016; pers. comm. 2005) identified
similar scars elsewhere in Rinyirru National Park as
scars associated with ‘rollers’ used to smooth down
the edges of ironwood spears. A shallow oval scar
(BOR-033420) is similar to ‘medicine tree’ scars
identified by Tommy George at the Morehead River
(Rigsby and Cole 2007). These scars are associated
with the Aboriginal practice of treating injury and
sickness with infusions of ironwood bark, a remedy
also documented by Roth (1903: Section 159).
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Spearthrower (woomera) scars
… they have only the wommera-spear as a weapon
of defence or offence, but these they can throw
nearly 200 … yards (O’Connor 1877).

George Musgrave and Tommy George identified
various long, narrow scars on Cooktown ironwoods
Table 4. Oval scars.
Label
BOR-001560
BOR-033390
BOR-033403
BOR-033420

Length Width Depth HGL TML DBH Associated scar
46
37
34
37

17
14
15
12

7
6
13
4

89
107
130
79

8
12

42
54
47
38

Woomera

around Laura as woomera scars (Cole et al. 2002).
These uniquely shaped scars (see Figure 7) have also
been recorded at Weipa (Morrison et al. 2012:25).
On a visit to Lower Laura in 2000, George
Musgrave identified another type of woomera scar
made by removing adjoining sections of wood to
make several woomeras (Figure 8). This type has
also been recorded at Weipa (Barkley et al. 2008:
Figure 4; Morrison et al. 2012:26), and single examples have been identified, respectively, at the
Laura River (Tommy George pers. comm. 2001)
and Normanby River (Hay 2015:105; see also
Lane 1928).

Figure 6. BOR-001560 with oval scar (left); (centre) Stanhope O’Connor’s (1877) sketch of an Aboriginal tomahawk with associated tree scar; (right) stencilled Aboriginal tomahawk at Mushroom Rock, Laura (photographs: N. Cole).

Figure 7. Woomera scar BOR-001558 at Lower Laura (left) and (right) detail of straight cut at base (photographs: H. Burke).
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As summarised in Table 5, seven trees have single
woomera scars (e.g. Figure 7) and another has laterally adjoining scars representing removal of wood
for three woomeras (Figure 8). The scars are
6–15 cm in depth, indicating removals to the heartwood. The laterally adjoining scars, unlike the single
woomera scars, extend close to the base of the tree.

Figure 8. Traditional Owner George Musgrave (1921–2006)
pointing to BOR-001491 representing removals for three
woomeras; note an overgrown sugarbag scar at upper left
(photograph: N. Cole).

Two scars with bruised tool marks (see Table 6)
appear to have been made with stone tools, and a
scar with short, fine, parallel cuts may have been
made by an Aboriginal tomahawk; the remainder
(see Table 6) were possibly cut by readymade tomahawks. The position of deep tool marks across two
scars suggests the use of a wedge or chisel to prise
off the wood.
Dimensions of scars (see Table 5) were compared
with those of woomeras from Walter Roth’s north
Queensland collection held in the Australian
Museum (Khan 1993, 1996, 2003, 2004; Table 7).
Roth, as Protector of Aboriginals for the Northern
District from 1898–1904, sought the particular
assistance of the Native Mounted Police in acquiring
his collection (Khan 2004:11; and see Burden 2018),
as reflected in the museum label ‘Palmer Police
Camp’ for one of the objects (see Table 7).
As shown in Table 7, scar measurements reflect
the relative proportions, if not precise dimensions,
of woomeras. The shorter lengths of scars compared
with those of woomeras probably relates to the complex natural processes that follow the removal of
bark or wood (Long 2005:10). The scar ends tend to
reflect the tendency of scars to ‘assume a roundended “canoe” shape regardless of the original cause
or shape of the scarring event’ (Long 2005:10).
However, traces of the original rectangular shape of
woomera blanks (see Hale and Tindale 1933: Figure
84) are evident in two scars (e.g. see Figure 7).
‘Slab’ scars
Thirteen trees have scars which, although generally
indicating removal of wood in sections, have somewhat heterogeneous features (Table 8; Figures 9 and

Table 5. Woomera scars;  dimensions indeterminate.
Label
BOR-001482
BOR-001507
BOR-001523
BOR-001558
BOR-033392
BOR-033420
BOR-033430
BOR-001491

Length

Width

Depth

HGL

TML

DBH

77

74
73
78
71
74
51
90
70

12
13
13
12
13
11
10
9
11
6

14
9
13
15
10
6
6
8

7

65
64
120
99
50
37
40
0
18
0

8
9
9
7
5
7
7
9
10


59.5
55
82
43
47
38
38
37.5

Associated scars
Overgrown sugarbag

Oval
Overgrown sugarbag

Table 6. Tool marks associated with woomera scars.
Label

At apex

BOR-001482
BOR-001507
BOR-001523
BOR-001558
BOR-033392
BOR-033420
BOR-033430
BOR-001491

Parallel bruised marks

At base

Across scar
Deep cut

Deep diagonal cut, two less defined diagonal cuts
Fine parallel cuts
Faint, bruised marks
Deep cut
Steep angled cut

Well defined
Well defined
Two blunt parallel marks
Well defined
Well defined
Well defined, straight

Deep, curved cut
Faint marks
Faint marks

Length
8
9
9
7
5
7
7
10
10
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Table 7. Comparison of dimensions of Lower Laura woomera scars with woomeras in Roth’s collection.
Area

Woomera collection area

Length
70–78 cm

Length
85–96 cm

Width
4–8 cm

Width
9–13 cm

6

1
4
6

0
4
6

8

2

2

Lower Laura
Butcher’s Hill
Cape Bedford
Palmer Police Camp
Princess Charlotte Bay

1

1

Table 8. Slab scars (scars have advanced decay).
Label
BOR-001486

BOR-001498
BOR-001511
BOR-001515

BOR-001519
BOR-001527
BOR-035817

BOR-001545
BOR-001550

BOR-033388
BOR-001556
BOR-033416
BOR-035813

Panel

Wedge height

Length

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
1
2
3
1
2a
2b
3
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1a
1b
1c
2
1
2
3
1
1
1

9
8.5
7
13
14

131
60
65
79
79
120
116

7

4

19
9
12
14
18
7
9
14
13
4
4
7
10
8

Width
17.5
12
12
23
9
21
21

67
75
19
35
24
33
33
62
74
67
67
70
68
76

15
12
9
18
14
15
13
17
20
29
19
9
11
14

72
63
59
62
60
58
36
55
77
80
68
75

16
10
14
11
10
16
8
>5
9
24
>17
13

10). For example, the number of panels in each set,
and the size, depth, and condition of the panels are
highly variable. However, the length of measurable
tool marks (maximum c.12–16 cm) indicates the use
of long-handled steel axes (see Figure 13). Owing to
the uncertain origins and relationships of these
scars, as discussed below, we have labelled them
‘slab’ scars.
As many scars are in very poor condition, Table
8 refers only to features that could be recorded. The
sets appear to represent related episodes to remove
wood from c.30–40% of the tree girth. However,
two trees (BOR-001550 and BOR-1545) each have
an additional non-contiguous scar of similar shape,
suggesting a separate removal. Many scars have a
steep, wedge-like cut at the apex (Figure 9, Table 8)
indicating an initial, strong cut into the heartwood.

TM

HGL

DBH

Associated scar

50

Sugarbag

>7

37
37
37
48
32
18
26

43

Sugarbag

13
10

52
52

15
15

0

>13
13
13
15
16

0
0
0
48
27
35

8
12

51
57

>12
13
12
13
>9
11
>5.5
13
c. 15
12

50

55
48

Sugarbag and toeholds

50

Separate slab

57

Separate slab

30
69
40
60
49
49
48
54
24
82
40

38
42
47
45

Sugarbag

Another axe blow was evidently struck near the base
of the tree to prise off the panel.

Discussion – correlating CMT data with
patterns in land/people relationships
There is no appropriate technique for dating CMTs
in northeastern Australia, as dendrochronology is
unsuitable for unfelled trees and may not be applicable to Erythophleum chlorostachys (Morrison et al.
2012:42–43). Although scientific data for this species
are lacking for Cape York Peninsula (J. Neldner
pers. comm.), the species has been studied at
Kakadu National Park, Northern Territory, by
Taylor et al. (2002), who found it to have a slow
growth rate. Taylor et al. (2002) also developed age
estimates for Cooktown ironwoods based on tree
diameter; for example, a tree with a diameter at
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Figure 9. Slab scar BOR-001486 (left) and (right) indicating steep wedge cut by long-handled axe (Photographs: H. Burke).

Figure 10. Slab scars with varied features. (Left) BOR-001550; (centre) BOR-001527; (right) Cooktown ironwood tree BOR001519 (photographs: H. Burke).

breast height of >40 cm can have an age of
>367 years. As Cape York Peninsula and Kakadu
are both sandstone areas with a tropical savanna
(wet dry tropical) climate, the Kakadu data are relevant to this study (J. Neldner pers. comm.). The
Lower Laura CMTs have a minimum diameter of
38 cm (Tables 3–5 and 8), and the majority have a
diameter of >40 cm (Table 9), suggesting an age of
at least 367 years for these trees of particularly large
girth. With that time frame in mind, it is possible to
associate the scars with types of artefacts and

Table 9. Cultural scars on CMTs of large girth at
Lower Laura.
Scar type
Sugarbag and toe hold
Oval
Spearthrower
Slab

Number of CMTs

CMTs with DBH >40 cm

8
4
8
13

7
3
5
12

technology that have known cultural and temporal
relationships, as discussed below.
Spatial distribution of CMTs (see Figure 2) may
reflect environmental modifications and impacts
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Figure 11. (Left) tomahawk blade found alongside Aboriginal artefacts in a remote Laura rockshelter; (centre and right) blades
found at Lower Laura (photographs: N. Cole and L. Bateman).

noted above as well as natural variations in vegetation, including the ecotone. The CMTs are clustered in three areas: near the lagoon, at the
southern margins of the police camp, and in a
‘tail’ extending south to the river. This distribution
has implications for determining the cultural contexts of CMTs.

Aboriginal land use and technology prior to
Native Mounted Police occupation
Extremely weathered sugarbag, toe hold, and woomera scars (Tables 3, 6 and Figure 5) made with
stone tools provide evidence for traditional
Aboriginal land use in this part of the Laura River
alluvial plain. At least some scars with tomahawk
marks may also be attributed to the pre-colonial era,
as Aboriginal people of the region acquired steel
well before the outbreak of frontier war, initially
through intermittent contacts with mariners such as
Captain James Cook, who, during his extended stay
at the Endeavour River in 1770, presented gifts of
‘iron, beads and food … to the ‘natives’’ (Jack
1921:86). From the 1840s, European overlanders left
a trail of lost or abandoned livestock and equipment, thus providing local people with ready-made
tools and sources of iron for re-authoring into spear
barbs, yam sticks, and tomahawks (Jack 1921). As
observed near Cape Grenville by Jardine and party
in 1865: ‘it was evident by the neat cutting of the
marks on the trees that they (the Aborigines) were
provided
with
good
iron
tomahawks’
(Jardine 1998:71).
The overlap between stone and steel is apparent
in the array of possessions raided by Mulligan in
1875 at an Aboriginal camp near Princess Charlotte
Bay: ‘an empty sardine box, jam-pot, hammer made
of stone, a tomahawk ground out of a piece of inch
iron … etc.’ (Jack 1921:462). Writing from Lower
Laura, O’Connor (1877) noted the custom-made
tomahawks in Aboriginal camps:
… made of all kinds of iron such as: bolts, pieces
of tines, guard irons, old chisel etc. etc., the shape
… see sketch in the margin are so made that they

can cut into the pipe of a thick tree with the least
possible labour (O’Connor 1877).

In O’Connor’s (1877) sketches (see Figure 6), the
tomahawk is identical to an axe stencilled in local
Aboriginal rock art3, and the sketched scar resembles oval scar BOR-001560. The latter, as well as
spearthrower scar BOR-033392, may preserve evidence of use of an Aboriginal-made tomahawk at
Lower Laura prior to 1876.
Spearthrower scars with well-defined tool marks
c.7–10 cm in length (see Table 6) were possibly
made by Aboriginal people using salvaged, readymade tomahawks of the type shown in Figure 11.
As Traditional Owners continued to occupy the area
in the early frontier period, i.e. 1873–1876, some of
the Lower Laura tomahawk scars may date from
this time.
CMTs and Native Mounted Police occupation
Tomahawks were standard equipment for the Native
Mounted Police (Hillier 1994), as reflected in two
weathered blades located during the field survey
(Figure 11). While troopers may have used such
tomahawks to collect sugarbag, a practice that
Aboriginal people maintained on Cape York
Peninsula in the post-colonial period (Morrison
et al. 2012), it is debateable, given the strict military
discipline and ethos of the police, whether, and
why, they would have used these (or other implements) to make Aboriginal weapons such as spearthrowers. Fragments of bone excavated from near
the troopers’ huts (Figure 2, Trench 7) suggest that
the occupants consumed native animals such as
macropods to supplement their rations, but the
methods they used to obtain such foods are unclear.
Evidently the police followed the common colonial
practice of using ‘kangaroo dogs’ for hunting (see
Jack 1921), since Sub-Inspector Townsend kept dogs
at ‘the Laura’ police camp (Hill 1907:75–76), and
government geologist Robert Logan Jack (1921:524),
3

Aboriginal people also made curved tomahawk blades from
horseshoes (Trezise 1993).
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Figure 12. Troopers at Boralga lagoon at Lower Laura; (upper) possibly pursuing a snake; and (lower) posed with rifles (John
Oxley Library Negatives 62346, 62350).

Figure 13. Long handled axe displayed by Cooktown Historical Society (photograph: L. Wallis).

while staying at nearby Laura Telegraph Station in
1879, ‘got two kangaroo dogs, one from the native
police and one from Mr. H.R. Jones’4. Apart from
several photographs that show troopers at the police
4

Townsend buried his dogs at the police camp (Hill 1907); Jones
owned ‘Boralga’ run on west bank of the river (see above).

camp (Figures 12 and 15), the archival record sheds
little light on the domestic lives of the troopers.
In Cape York Peninsula spearthrowers were traditionally made in culturally determined styles from
selected local and traded materials (Roth 1909:
Sections 10–12), and their use was culturally prescribed, as at Weipa where cutting trees for
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woomeras was restricted to senior men (Barkley
et al. 2008:10). At Laura, where Aboriginal people
continued to make spears and woomeras into the
twentieth century (Cole et al. 2002), spearthrower
trees ‘belong(ed) to people – after (they) died you
would not take more wood from that tree’ (G.
Musgrave pers. comm. 1999). If troopers stationed
at Lower Laura made spearthrowers perhaps they
were unconstrained by such protocols.
The invader toolkit included long-handled wood
cutting axes, aka ‘American axes’ (Jack 1921:305) of
the type used both to fell trees and cut ‘slabs’ off
trees at the police camp (Figures 9, 13 and 14). As
well as the spearthrower (see above), another
Aboriginal implement based on rectangular pieces
(slabs) of ironwood was the fish club (Roth 1904:
Section 67), an example of which was collected at
Palmer River Police camp (Khan 2003:81). However,
in the absence of local or regional records of CMTs
associated with fish clubs, there is no model for
identifying them.
To identify other possible uses of these slabs we
examined evidence of building methods and materials used at Lower Laura. In its final phase the camp

Figure 14. Weathered stump of Cooktown ironwood at
Lower Laura cut with a long-handled axe (photograph:
N. Cole).

comprised ‘slab’ buildings, roofs made of galvanised
iron or bark, and trackers’ quarters made of ‘round
bush timber and iron roof’ (Travelling Inspector
Report 1894). A decade earlier (see Figure 15),
troopers’ huts were made of bark sheets, apparently
obtained from stringybark (Eucalyptus tetrodonta), a
preferred source of timber in the European bark
tradition (Lewis 2018 2.02.15). Evidently it was
necessary to purchase bark from external sources to
roof the (Lower Laura) ‘stores’ (Fitzgerald to Police
Commissioner 1885), as reflected in the observed
absence of E. tetrodonta in the study area (StillBaker et al. 2019). This species is, however, prominent in the Princess Charlotte Bay hinterland
(Neldner et al. 2017:110). Overall, the evidence suggests that ‘slab’ scars are not associated with procuring bark for roofing.
It is possible that the process of slab removal
may have borrowed from early north Queensland
pastoral homestead construction methods, which
involved splitting off slabs of 1–1.5 m using iron
wedges (Sumner 1974:48). However, the panels are
unlikely to represent regular use of timber for wall
cladding since the quantity required would far
exceed the number of scars observed, and slabs visible in historic photographs are typically long (c.1.8
m), following the practice of felling the tree and
then splitting it longitudinally along the grain. As
the slab removals are shorter and did not involve
tree
felling,
the
method
differed
from
European practices.
The slab scars therefore lack significant diagnostic
features of European CMTs (Long 2005:32).
Similarly, they also differ from Long’s (2005:23)
‘bark slab (sheet) scar’, an Aboriginal cultural scar
category associated with the removal of 50–70% of
the tree circumference for materials to make shelters
or artefacts. Long (2005:20) noted an overlap
between scars ‘of Aboriginal and European origin’
and those made by Aboriginal people for a

Figure 15. Buildings at Lower Laura Native Mounted Police camp. (Left) Charles Marrett and Eugenie Marrett at the officer’s
house in 1882; (right) troopers and their families outside their huts c. 1890 (John Oxley Library Negatives 61221 and 158150).
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European purpose, a feature that may be relevant to
identifying the origins of the ‘slab’ scars.
With one exception, CMTs with ‘slab’ scars are
located near the troopers’ huts and at the southern
margins of the camp (Figure 2). As the trees were
not felled it is likely they were cut by Aboriginal
people, most likely resident troopers, there being no
records of associations with local Aboriginal people
who came to live and work at station homesteads
across the river. Few CMTs, and none resembling
‘slab’ scars, were identified at other Cape York
Peninsula Native Mounted Police camps (Puckley
Creek, Frome, Glenroy, Musgrave, and Coen) investigated in this project. In a regional study from
northern Cape York Peninsula, Tutchener (2018)
has reported a cluster of ‘side removal’ scars in the
vicinity of a Native Mounted Police camp at
Clayhole Creek, and Tutchener et al. (2019:46)
noted numbers of ‘woomera CMTs with multiple
scars in the vicinity of Clayhole Yards’. However, as
these studies provide few details of the scars, it is
not possible at this stage to compare them with the
Lower Laura assemblage.

Conclusions
CMTs have survived at Lower Laura as a result of
the resilience and longevity of Cooktown ironwoods,
the sustainable wood procurement practices of
Aboriginal people, and the environmental protections afforded by Rinyirru National Park. However,
due to the extreme attrition of the scars, the lack of
scientific methods to date them, and gaps in the historical records, determining their attributes and contexts is challenging.
At Lower Laura, although the CMT assemblage
represents a fragmentary record of cultural practice,
it has provided an opportunity to relate evidence of
material culture with contrasting land use contexts
in the recent past. Importantly, the CMTs together
with the structural remains confirm Cooktown ironwoods as a valuable natural resource, both for
Traditional Owners and colonists.
Different types of tool marks and cultural scars
preserve evidence of timber-based material culture
that has not otherwise survived in the archaeological
record (see Morwood 1995). Through typological
analyses we have associated the CMTs with known
patterns of tenure, technology and land use. At one
end of the timeline are scars made by Aboriginal
land owners using stone tools, almost certainly
before the frontier war. The distribution of scars
that appear to pre-date the Native Mounted Police
camp, including CMTs near the south bend of the
river (Figure 2), reflects well-documented patterns
of Aboriginal tenure of the Laura alluvial plain. The

addition of steel to Aboriginal material culture is
evident in certain scars with short, sharply defined
tool marks. These scars provide, along with rock art,
a rare glimpse of Aboriginal society at the brink of
the invasion. As in the Kimberley (Harrison 2002)
and elsewhere, Aboriginal people on Cape York
Peninsula embraced steel with alacrity and ingenuity. The significance of steel tomahawks to
Aboriginal society here, as in the Gulf country
(Sharp 1952) and Central Australia (Jones 2007),
cannot be underestimated, given their rapid incorporation into material and symbolic culture.
The scars unambiguously associated with spearthrowers are particularly significant, as they represent an in situ record of Cape York Peninsula’s
principal Aboriginal fighting weapon at the initial
stage of manufacture. The prototype appears to consist of a single, distinctively shaped removal.
However, larger-scale removals to create a ‘bundle’
of spearthrowers indicate a more intensive practice
that may reflect changes in Traditional Owner land
use from c.1873. As the practice occurred more
widely on Cape York Peninsula, and is virtually
unstudied, further investigation of this CMT category is required before its remaining fragile records
are lost.
The archaeological record at Lower Laura illustrates a recurring theme in Queensland’s history: the
supplanting of Aboriginal ownership and occupation
of prime waterfront land, a process instigated by the
Native Mounted Police and entrenched by pastoralists. In presenting a systematic break with former
resource procurement practices the CMTs with ‘slab’
scars cut with long handled axes point to drastic
changes in demography and the natural environment sustained from 1876. If made by Aboriginal
troopers, they are rare traces of people whose voices
are silent in history (Burke et al. 2018). Regardless
of their purpose, or purposes, the unconventional
wood removals suggest colonial settlement modes
and heterogenous practices rather than the ancestral
values that regulated traditional patterns of
Aboriginal land and resource use at Lower Laura.
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